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Abstract
This article assesses different sides of the nuclear deterrence debate by
examining opposing narratives supporting the relative simplicity versus
complexity of maintaining deterrence.* The “easy deterrence” narrative
posits that the essential requirements for stable mutual deterrence are not
difficult to understand or meet and that the functioning of mutual deterrence can be considered largely predictable and reliable. In sharp contrast
to this easy deterrence narrative, the alternative narrative envisions deterrence as difficult to establish and sustain and potentially requiring greater
nuclear capabilities, contingency planning, and for some, strategic defensive capabilities. This article emphasizes the speculative nature of predictions about deterrence but suggests that the “difficult deterrence” narrative,
with its recommended spectrum of deterrence threat options and focus on
credibility, seems the most prudent in the contemporary threat environment. While the easy deterrence narrative has considerable confidence in
deterrence because all rational or sensible leaders are expected to be cautious when confronted with a threat of societal destruction, the difficult
deterrence narrative contends that such an expectation may be a “fatal error.” Difficult deterrence offers neither a definitive solution to the threat of
nuclear use nor ease. It offers no cooperative global transformation and
disarmament or confidence that deterrence will work easily and predictably across time. Instead, the difficult deterrence narrative confronts a dilemma that the easy deterrence concept avoids.

*****

F

or seven decades, the question at the heart of the US nuclear policy
debate has been how best to deter—specifically, the ease or difficulty of acquiring and maintaining effective deterrence capabilities.
Contending easy and difficult deterrence narratives start from several
* This article is adapted from the author’s book Shadows on the Wall: Deterrence and Disarmament
published by the National Institute Press in March 2020.
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common realist assumptions but posit contrary expectations about opponent calculations, decision-making, and behavior. The different expectations separating these narratives establish largely incompatible standards
for deterrence and lead logically and directly to contrary definitions of
deterrence requirements and the conditions for stability. The differences
separating the easy and difficult deterrence narratives are so stark that
proponents of the former often mistakenly contend that the latter is
preparation for nuclear “war fighting,” not a deterrence strategy. The constant push and pull between these two alternative conceptions of deterrence and their respective requirements helps explain the decades-long
US public nuclear policy debate. Observers wanting to understand how
seemingly equally credentialed experts can make diametrically opposed
claims about deterrence requirements must first understand the two competing narratives underlying those opposing claims. They must look behind the curtain.
Proponents of each narrative often criticize the other for offering risky
force recommendations. They apply different and largely incompatible
metrics to answer the question, How much is enough for deterrence? and
unsurprisingly reach contrary conclusions. For example, depending on
which deterrence narrative is the basis for judging, maintaining the US
triad of strategic nuclear forces is either essential for continued deterrence
or an unnecessary, destabilizing waste of resources. The integrity of the
claim depends on the veracity of the narrative. However, neither side can
rightly claim to “know” what will be required for the deterrence of unknown opponents in unknown circumstances over unknown stakes—it
must be a matter of some speculation given the woefully incomplete information we have about the future. This article assesses both sides of the
debate and suggests that the most prudent choice in the contemporary
threat environment is the difficult deterrence narrative’s recommended
spectrum of deterrence threat options and its focus on the credibility of
those options. This suggestion, however, is made with full recognition of
the unavoidable speculation involved. When it comes to projecting the
future functioning of deterrence and its requirements against yet-unknown
opponents in yet-unknown conditions, we are all amateurs looking at
shadows on the wall.

The Easy Deterrence Narrative
During the Cold War, renowned academics—including Kenneth
Waltz, Thomas Schelling, Bernard Brodie, and Robert Jervis—advanced
basic points of an enduring narrative about mutual nuclear deterrence
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commonly referred to as a “stable balance of terror”—“stable” meaning
that neither side would have irresistible incentives to employ nuclear
weapons or engage in provocations that would likely escalate to nuclear
use. The simplified (and popularized) easy deterrence narrative is a pastiche that draws from these scholars’ innovative analyses. It incorporates
various points appearing in their works but does not reliably reflect their
variation, subtlety, or nuance. The discussion here does not suggest that
Waltz, Schelling, Brodie, or Jervis necessarily advanced or even accepted
all facets of the easy deterrence narrative, but that it incorporates various
points found in their works.
The easy deterrence narrative posits that the essential requirements for
stable mutual deterrence are not difficult to understand or meet and correspondingly that the functioning of mutual deterrence can be considered
largely predictable.1 Those deterrence requirements are rational or “sensible”
leadership decision-making (or “a little common sense”) and properly
controlled and safeguarded capabilities for strategic nuclear retaliation
even after suffering an attack.2 Schelling concludes that with such survivable second-strike capabilities, “a powerfully stable mutual deterrence
results.”3 This narrative of relatively easy deterrence survived the Cold War
and continues to be a powerful theme in public discussions of deterrence
and its requirements.
The confidence of the easy deterrence narrative follows in part from
three traditional axioms of realist thought. First, the international system
is anarchic with mistrust among its members. Second, in this system,
great powers generally prioritize the pursuit of national survival in their
decision-making. Third, great powers are rational in that pursuit.4 Easy
deterrence confidence follows from both a macro view of the international system and its anarchic structure and from the expectation that
individual units (countries) will behave in predictable ways when facing a
severe nuclear threat. Leaders able to reason will seek to avoid those actions that could precipitate an opponent’s devastating nuclear response.
As Waltz states, “Deterrent policies derive from structural theory, which
emphasizes that the units of an international political system must tend
to their own security as best they can. . . . A little reasoning leads to the
conclusions that to fight nuclear wars is impossible and that to launch an
offensive that might prompt nuclear retaliation is obvious folly. To reach
those conclusions, complicated calculations are not required. . . . [Deterrence] depends on fear. To create fear, nuclear weapons are the best possible means.”5 He adds, “In a nuclear world, to act in blatantly offensive
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vival and the fear naturally created by nuclear weapons combine to compel caution and provide deterrence.7
In 1983, the Harvard Nuclear Study Group observed that since the establishment of nuclear deterrence, the international system had avoided
great power war despite many pressures that previously would likely have
triggered conflict. The study group attributed this stability to the nuclear
“balance of terror.” Why this unprecedented stability? It is because “nuclear
weapons have created what we call the crystal ball effect. . . . This crystal ball
effect helps give the nuclear world at least some measure of stability. Statesmen in the atomic age can envision the destruction of a full-scale nuclear
war and it makes them determined to avoid it” (emphasis in original).8
Using the same “crystal ball” metaphor, Waltz points to the unique effectiveness of nuclear weapons for deterrence: “With conventional weapons, the crystal ball is clouded. With nuclear weapons, it is perfectly clear.”9
That is, “in a conventional world, deterrent threats are ineffective because
the damage threatened is distant, limited, and problematic. Nuclear weapons make military miscalculations difficult and politically pertinent prediction easy.”10 A properly structured balance of terror is an overwhelmingly powerful deterrent because leaders must be cautious when national
survival is at risk.
President John Kennedy’s national security advisor, McGeorge Bundy,
observed that US and Soviet Cold War decision-making reflected this
powerful peacekeeping effect of nuclear deterrence: “The stalemate that
keeps nuclear peace between the superpowers is so deep and strong that it
is not affected by the relative ruthlessness of the two societies or their
different experience of twentieth-century war. What each can do to the
other, whoever goes first, is more than enough to stay every hand that does
not belong to a madman. . . . The imperative of avoiding nuclear war imposes great caution on both governments.”11
Waltz elaborates on the same expectation: “Differences among nuclear
countries abound, but for keeping the peace what difference have they
made? . . . In a nuclear world, any state—whether ruled by a Stalin, a Mao
Zedong, a Saddam Hussein, or a Kim Jong Il—will be deterred by the
knowledge that aggressive actions may lead to its own destruction. . . .
Who cares about the [differing] ‘cognitive’ abilities of leaders when nobody but an idiot can fail to comprehend [nuclear weapons’] destructive
force.” 12 Waltz also suggests that “in a nuclear world any state will be deterred by another state’s second-strike forces. One need not become preoccupied with characteristics of the state that is to be deterred or scrutinize
its leaders.”13 Why is this so? The answer, according to Bundy, is that “in
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the real world of real political leaders—whether here or in the Soviet
Union—a decision that would bring even one hydrogen bomb on one city
of one’s own country would be recognized in advance as a catastrophic
blunder; ten bombs on ten cities would be a disaster beyond history; and
a hundred bombs on a hundred cities are unthinkable.”14
For leaders who are not “mad,” war between nuclear powers in a proper
balance of terror simply must be avoided—no goal short of national survival could justify an action that would seriously risk “unthinkable” national destruction. Thus, “if decision makers are ‘sensible,’ peace is the most
likely outcome.”15 This expectation regarding leadership decision-making
inspires confidence in the predictable functioning of nuclear deterrence
among states. Indeed, Bundy coined the term “existential deterrence”—
meaning that a balance of terror creates the conditions needed for effective mutual deterrence without regard to many other factors—including
the character of the sides involved or their relative nuclear capabilities.16
Waltz concurs, stating, “The [deterrence] effects of nuclear weapons derive
not from any particular design for their employment in war but simply
from their presence.”17
This point of the easy deterrence narrative leads to considerable confidence in a balance of nuclear terror to produce the reliable functioning of
mutual deterrence. There are numerous popular, expert, and official Cold
War and post–Cold War illustrations of this confidence in the predictable
effect of nuclear deterrence. For example,
• “In US-Soviet relations, the current nuclear postures have substantially solved the problem of deterring deliberate nuclear attack. Under present conditions, no rational leader could conclude that his or
her nation would be better off with a nuclear war than without one.”18
• “In the light of the certain prospect of retaliation there has been literally no chance at all that any sane political authority, in either the
United States or the Soviet Union, would consciously choose to start
a nuclear war. This proposition is true for the past, the present, and
the foreseeable future. For sane men on both sides, the balance of
terror is overwhelmingly persuasive.”19
In short, this narrative deems deterrence to be reliably effective in preventing large-scale attacks. In the absence of a “madman,” the crystal ball
effect unique to nuclear weapons is expected to provide even the most
aggressive leadership with clarity regarding the intolerable catastrophe
that would attend nuclear conflict, thus preventing nuclear war and con20  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2020
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flicts considered likely to escalate to nuclear war. A balance of terror provides existential deterrence.

Easy Deterrence Components
As noted, axioms of traditional realist thought underlie the easy deterrence narrative’s expectation of the predictable, effective functioning of
nuclear deterrence. However, three additional extra-realist propositions
about leadership decision-making and the functioning of deterrence contribute to the conclusion that deterrence is largely predictable and “easy”:
societal threats, graduated options, and uncertainty.
Societal threats. The easy deterrence narrative typically contends that
the nuclear “second-strike” capabilities needed for deterrence are the survivable forces required to threaten punishment on an opponent’s societal assets.
Nuclear capability beyond that needed to threaten societal destruction
does not add to deterrence; it is unnecessary “overkill.”20 The expectation
that a punitive threat of societal destruction can serve as the basic measure
of adequacy for reliable deterrence was particularly prominent in Cold
War academic treatments of the subject and in official US declarations
regarding deterrence. Societal assets could include cities, industry, power,
transportation, and population. However, from early in the Cold War,
threats to population and cities became a type of shorthand for measuring
deterrence strategies: “A force sufficient to kill the enemy’s population and
destroy his wealth is an adequate deterrent,”21 and “Deterrence comes
from having enough to destroy the other’s cities; this capability is an absolute, not a relative, one.”22 The expectation of effective deterrence from
societal threats (cities) has continued to be a theme in public commentary
in the post–Cold War era: “Deterrence today would remain stable even if
retaliation against only ten cities were assured.”23
This general expectation that punitive threats against an opponent’s
society can deter reliably is not based on the unreasonable presumption
that all opponents are enlightened and dutiful civil servants. Instead, “what
government would risk sudden losses of such proportion or indeed of
much lesser proportion? Rulers want to have a country that they can continue to rule,” and this would be put at risk by nuclear deterrent threats to
their societies.24 Deterrence works reliably and predictably at nuclear force
levels that are easy to acquire and maintain because opponents with a
modicum of common sense will place decisive value on the preservation of
their nation’s societal assets—which generally are relatively few, un
defended, and highly vulnerable to modest numbers of nuclear weapons.25
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Confidence in deterrence based on punitive societal threats was not limited to academic discussions. In the 1960s, Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara’s public and then-classified pronouncements regarding nuclear
deterrence specified the US threat levels to Soviet society (population and
industry) considered adequate for reliable nuclear deterrence. The precise
numbers of his “assured destruction” metric for US deterrence capabilities
shifted somewhat over time, but in a declassified 1964 draft presidential
memorandum, Secretary McNamara defined US deterrence requirements
as the US ability to destroy “25 percent of [the Soviet] population (55 million people) and more than two-thirds of [Soviet] industrial capacity.”26
McNamara’s “assured destruction” metric represented the “flat of the curve”
for the number of US nuclear weapons needed to threaten the specified
levels of destruction on the Soviet population and industry. Beyond a specific number of weapons, the additional level of societal destruction possible
with each additional weapon rapidly diminished. The computation of the
declining marginal value of additional US nuclear weapons against Soviet
societal targets determined the percentiles declared as deterrence standards
and the capabilities necessary to meet those standards.27
By the mid-1960s, Secretary McNamara expressed great confidence in
the reliability of this type of deterrence threat: “Such a capability would,
with a high degree of confidence, ensure that we could deter under all
foreseeable conditions, a calculated, deliberate nuclear attack on the
United States.”28 He “had come to believe that the US deterrent capability,
the nation’s strategic offensive forces, not the damage-limiting strategic
defensive forces, protected American society.”29
There is no single commonly agreed number of nuclear weapons deemed
adequate for deterrence based on punitive threats to an opponent’s societal
assets. However, many scholars suggest a range from “hundreds” to far
fewer.30 This deterrence narrative and metric has since become a prominent, enduring theme in public commentary about US nuclear deterrence
requirements. The following are some examples:
• “Most professional analysts of the subject believe that the prospect of
about one hundred thermonuclear warheads exploding over urban
areas is more than enough to deter either side from starting a nuclear
war. . . . I personally believe that very much smaller numbers are sufficient to deter war; I have used numbers like one hundred only because it is customary to do so in such arguments.”31
• “No current or conceivable threat to the United States requires it to
maintain more than a few hundred survivable nuclear weapons. The
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delivery of fewer than a hundred warheads could destroy the society
and economy of any country, and tens of detonations could kill more
people than have ever been killed in any previous war.”32

• “A reasonably small force of several hundred weapons would allow
that state to strike back over 100 times before it had to negotiate. No
state on the planet could withstand that sort of punishment, and no
sane leader would run that sort of risk.”33
• “Ten to one hundred survivable warheads should be more than
enough to deter any rational leader from ordering an attack on the
cities of the United States or its allies.”34

• “Fewer than 100 warheads is sufficient to inflict a wholly unacceptable level of damage on a continental-sized economy, and suggests
that—even for the most enthusiastic proponent of nuclear deterrence—maintaining an arsenal at higher than that level is
unnecessary.”35

In short, this narrative contends that deterrence is easy to achieve and
sustain because a punitive nuclear threat of societal destruction requires
relatively few weapons and is made transparent by the crystal ball effect. A
modest survivable second-strike capability will serve to compel all but
“mad” leaders to “draw back from the brink.”36
Graduated options for deterrence. An important additional element
of this easy deterrence narrative is the contention that US capabilities for
limited or graduated nuclear threats can help to deter limited attacks or
prevent escalation in the event an initial failure of deterrence leads to an
opponent’s limited attack. Schelling, Waltz, and Jervis essentially endorsed
the threat of graduated (limited) response options as part of a US deterrence strategy to demonstrate US will and thereby deter limited attacks
and help control escalation if deterrence initially fails.37 They identified
the capability for graduated demonstration-of-will threats as particularly
important for extending US nuclear deterrence coverage to allies.
This rationale for graduated nuclear options is not based on the potential military effects of limited nuclear employment but on certain expectations. One is that brandishing limited nuclear threats can help deter an
opponent’s limited nuclear provocation by having proportional response
options. Another is that having graduated threat options can help deter an
opponent’s escalation if deterrence initially fails by demonstrating US resolve to escalate further if necessary—but doing so well below the ultimate
deterrence threat of societal destruction. That “ultimate threat” could be
held in reserve to help ensure that the opponent would continue to have
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an overwhelming incentive not to further escalate a conflict for fear of
unleashing its own nuclear destruction.
This rationale for limited nuclear threats also does not presume that a
“limited” nuclear war could be fought safely or with any certainty that a
limited war would remain so in any meaningful sense. It also is not an
endorsement of nuclear “war fighting.” Rather, the existence of graduated
options is intended to contribute to both the deterrence of limited attacks
and the reestablishment of deterrence (“intra-war deterrence”) to bound
escalation following a limited attack. Brandishing limited nuclear response
options and thereby demonstrating resolve for these deterrence purposes
has been an apparent feature of declared US deterrence policy since the
mid-1970s.38 As Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger observed at the
time, “To the extent that we have selective response options—smaller and
more precisely focused than in the past—we should be able to deter such
challenges. Nevertheless, if deterrence fails, we may be able to bring all but
the largest nuclear conflicts to a rapid conclusion before cities are struck.
Damage may thus be limited and further escalation avoided.”39 The capacity
to issue graduated nuclear threats necessitates the manifest planning and
control of forces that enable graduated threats to be known to opponents
for deterrence purposes.40
Uncertainty deters. The easy deterrence narrative typically includes
another expectation about the functioning of deterrence that facilitates the
conclusion that deterrence is easy and reliable. This second expectation is
that opponents’ uncertainty about whether, when, and how the United
States actually would execute its nuclear deterrent threat can provide adequate credibility for effective deterrence. An opponent’s uncertainty about
the US deterrent threat can deter attack because the consequences of US
retaliation would be so catastrophic if executed: “Uncertainty of response,
not certainty, is required for deterrence because, if retaliation occurs, one
risks losing so much.”41 Thomas Schelling posited that deterrence depends
not on an opponent’s certainty that nuclear catastrophe would follow its
highly aggressive action but on the “chance” that catastrophe would follow.
Schelling famously called this “the [deterrence] threat that leaves something to chance.”42
Early in the Cold War, Schelling explained why uncertain nuclear
threats can deter in a balance of terror: “Any situation that scares one side
will scare both sides with the danger of a war that neither wants, and both
will have to pick their way carefully through the crisis, never sure that the
other knows how to avoid stumbling over the brink.”43 The possibility or
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chance of great loss provides adequate deterrence because “a low probability
of carrying a highly destructive attack home is sufficient for deterrence.”44
This easy deterrence expectation that the chance of threat execution can
provide effective deterrence is particularly important to the integrity of
America’s extended nuclear deterrence umbrella to allies. It answers the
concern that America’s threat of employing nuclear weapons in defense of
allies should be seen as an unconvincing bluff, not an effective deterrent,
because doing so could easily result in the destruction of the United States.45
However, extended deterrence can be sufficiently credible to work—even
if US execution of the threat would be self-destructive—because the opponent could never be sure that the United States would not execute its deterrent threat by way of an irrational act or the fog of war, and that chance is
adequate to deter.46 Consequently, the seemingly innocuous proposition
that uncertain nuclear threats can deter reliably plays a central role in the
easy deterrence narrative, particularly for extended deterrence.
This contention that deterrence can be based on uncertainty regarding
the US nuclear threat contributes significantly to defining how much is
enough for deterrence in terms that are easily achieved and sustained.
How so? Effective deterrence does not require that the country attempting
to deter convince opponents that it would, in fact, deliberately, rationally
execute its nuclear deterrent threat if provoked. The country seeking to
deter can forego those offensive or defensive strategic capabilities that
might otherwise be thought necessary to fully convince opponents of the
certainty of its deterrence threat—that it surely would be executed as
threatened. Such additional requirements are unnecessary for effective
deterrence because threat credibility with that sense of certainty is unnecessary. In short, not only are the required second-strike nuclear forces
relatively modest and easily sustained, but additional strategic capabilities
are unnecessary to convince opponents of the logical credibility of the threat.

Easy Deterrence: Reasons for Optimism
This narrative leads to considerable optimism about the ease and predictability of deterrence. However, Waltz, Brodie, and Jervis acknowledge
that deterrence is not “ironclad” or foolproof. It could be upended by leaders who are not “sensible” in that “a small-number system can always be
disrupted by the actions of a Hitler and the reactions of a Chamberlain.”47
Jervis elaborates on why this is so: “Miscalculations are possible, even in
situations that seem very clear in retrospect, and states are sometimes willing to take what others think are exorbitant risks to try to reach highly
valued goals.”48
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Despite this caveat regarding deterrence that “nothing in this world is
certain,” considerable “comfort” and “cautious optimism” are warranted
with regard to the reliability of deterrence—not because leaders are reliably virtuous but because the dangers involved in reckless behavior are so
obvious (the crystal ball effect).49 According to Waltz, “With nuclear
weapons, it’s been proven without exception that whoever gets nuclear
weapons behaves with caution and moderation. Every country—whether
they are countries we trust and think of as being highly responsible, like
Britain, or countries we distrust greatly for very good reasons, like China
during the Cultural Revolution—behaves with such caution.”50 Brodie
adds, “The leaders of no country will wish to risk the total destruction of
their country. . . . We should not complain too much because the guarantee
is not ironclad.”51
In addition, even if an individual leader is reckless, “those who direct the
activities of great states are by no means free agents.”52 There may be a
variety of pressures contributing to sensible behavior that are beyond the
character of a particular leader or leadership, including the possible refusal
of those who carry out orders to engage in reckless actions. As 2007 Nobel
Laureate professor Roger Myerson says in this regard, “Our most dangerous adversaries are not lone madmen, however, but are leaders with political support from many people who have normal hopes and fears. Psychopathic militarists like Hitler become a threat to our civilization only when
ordinary rational people become motivated to support them as leaders.”53
For nuclear deterrence in a proper balance of terror to fail, “one would
have to believe that a whole set of leaders might suddenly go mad.”54
Also, as noted, the absence of war among great powers since the end of
World War II suggests the predictable reliability of nuclear deterrence:
“Never since the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648 . . . have great powers enjoyed a longer period of peace than we have known since the Second
World War. One can scarcely believe that the presence of nuclear weapons
does not greatly help to explain this happy condition.”55 This extraordinary
history, according to Waltz, argues against the expectation that nuclear
deterrence is likely to fail. Indeed, he finds it “odd” that “a happy nuclear
past leads many to expect an unhappy nuclear future.”56
Finally, this narrative includes the expectation that if deterrence fails at
some point, graduated nuclear options and intra-war deterrence can help
prevent escalation. While there are no guarantees, “even if deterrence
should fail, the prospects for rapid de-escalation are good.”57
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Easy Deterrence Force Planning
The force recommendations that follow from the easy deterrence narrative focus on the need for survivable nuclear capabilities that are able to
hold an opponent’s societal assets at risk but are not able to threaten the
opponent’s own deterrence forces. What is the reason for this balance? Stable
deterrence follows from the ability to threaten the opponent’s societal assets, but a capability to threaten the opponent’s own deterrence forces is
not consistent with a stable mutual balance of terror. Forces able to strike
an opponent’s offensive deterrence forces on the ground and air defenses
or ballistic missile defenses intended to protect cities are likely ineffective
and unnecessary for deterrence. And they would threaten to upset stability
by calling into question the opponent’s deterrence capability. Such forces
could cause an opponent to doubt the effectiveness of its deterrent and
thus drive the opponent to move in haste to gain the possible advantage of
striking first rather than waiting to absorb an initial undeterred blow.58
Offensive or defensive forces that might threaten the pre- or post-
launch survivability of an opponent’s deterrence forces could in this way
create what Schelling called “the reciprocal fear of surprise attack.”59
Avoiding such “destabilizing” forces promotes reliable deterrence because
“the likelihood of war is determined by how great a reward attaches to
jumping the gun, how strong the incentive to hedge against war itself by
starting it, [and] how great the penalty on giving peace the benefit of the
doubt in a crisis” (emphasis in original).60
Confidence in the reliable working of deterrence also contributes to the
conclusion that attempting to physically protect society against strategic
nuclear attack not only is unnecessary for deterrence and potentially destabilizing but also is of limited potential value because a stable balance of
terror provides reliable protection via deterrence—and does so in the absence of such defenses. Waltz summarizes this point with the rhetorical question, “Why should anyone want to replace stable deterrence with unstable
defense?”61 He further states, “In a nuclear world defensive systems are
predictably destabilizing. It would be folly to move from a condition of
stable deterrence to one of unstable defense.”62
Correspondingly, the easy deterrence narrative’s general guidelines for
stable deterrence favor the survivable, modest offensive capabilities able to
threaten societal assets, which could include “targets that are crucial to a
nation’s modern economy, for example, electrical, oil, and energy nodes
[and] transportation hubs.”63 However, the same guidelines argue against
(1) offensive nuclear systems able to threaten the pre-launch survivability of
an opponent’s own deterrence forces and (2) strategic defensive capabilities
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designed to physically protect one’s own society. The concern that strategic
defenses could destabilize deterrence has been a prominent theme in US
strategic thought and policy for decades and continues to be present.64
In summary, based initially on several points of traditional realist
thought and the three elaborations described above, early in the Cold War
a compelling and even comforting deterrence narrative emerged that posits the ease and efficacy of a balance of terror to prevent nuclear or large-
scale conventional war. US policy never followed this deterrence narrative
in its entirety, and official public characterizations of US deterrence requirements became increasingly distant beginning in the mid-1970s.
However, the easy deterrence narrative’s relatively modest and narrow
force requirements for a stable balance of terror and related arguments
against “destabilizing” strategic offensive and defensive capabilities were,
and continue to be, prominent themes in the US public debate about deterrence and force requirements.

The Difficult Deterrence Narrative
During the Cold War, a largely separate set of prominent academics
and scholars contributed to a markedly different nuclear deterrence narrative. This alternative narrative certainly concurs that deterrence is valuable,
even necessary, for the United States in an anarchic international system.
It includes some variation and has evolved over decades. However, in
sharp contrast to the easy deterrence narrative, this alternative narrative
envisages deterrence as difficult to establish and sustain and as potentially
demanding considerably greater nuclear capabilities, contingency planning, and for some, strategic defensive capabilities. Correspondingly, its
general force guidelines are quite different from those of the easy deterrence narrative.
This alternative deterrence narrative emerged early in the Cold War—
at least in part in response to the inadequacies some scholars saw in the
sanguine easy deterrence narrative. They included most prominently Herman Kahn and Albert Wohlstetter and, more recently, Colin Gray. For
example, Wohlstetter begins his famous 1958 paper, The Delicate Balance of
Terror, with the following:
I should like to examine the stability of the thermonuclear balance
which, it is generally supposed, would make aggression irrational or even
insane. The balance, I believe, is in fact precarious, and this fact has critical implications for policy. Deterrence in the 1960’s will be neither inevitable nor impossible but the product of sustained intelligent effort,
attainable only by continuing hard choice. . . .
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. . . While feasible, it will be much harder to achieve in the 1960’s than
is generally believed. One of the most disturbing features of current
opinion is the underestimation of this difficulty.65

This classic early work captures much of the basic criticism of the easy
deterrence narrative and points toward a competing deterrence narrative
derived from the works of Kahn, Wohlstetter, Gray, and others. In contrast
to the easy deterrence narrative, it sees the pursuit of deterrence as an
ongoing and difficult challenge, with no fixed approach and no corresponding finite and fixed set of nuclear capabilities that can predictably
provide the desired deterrent effects.
Bernard Brodie’s commentary on Wohlstetter’s contention of a “delicate
balance of terror” illustrates a fundamental disagreement between these
two competing deterrence narratives: “I could never accept the implications
of [Wohlstetter’s] title—that the balance of terror between the Soviet
Union and the United States ever has been or ever could be ‘delicate.’ My
reasons have to do mostly with human inhibitions against taking monumental risks or doing things which are universally detested.”66 Brodie’s
comments demonstrate that while both approaches to deterrence share
some points of realist origin, they posit (1) strikingly different expectations
about possible leadership decision-making and behavior; (2) different expectations about the functioning of deterrence; and (3) correspondingly,
different answers to the question of how much is enough for deterrence.
While the easy deterrence narrative has considerable confidence in deterrence because rational or sensible leaders can generally be expected to
be cautious when confronted with a threat of societal destruction, the difficult deterrence narrative contends that such an expectation may be a
“fatal error.” This is because “not all actors in international politics calculate utility in making decisions in the same way. Differences in values,
culture, attitudes toward risk-taking, and so on vary greatly.”67 Rational or
sensible leadership decision-making can include unique decision-making
factors that drive leaders’ perceptions and calculations of value, cost, and
risk in surprising, unpredictable directions. An examination of multiple
international crises leads to the assessment that “the personality of an individual determines the reaction to information and events. A leader’s
nationality, passion, idealism, cynicism, pragmatism, dogmatism, stupidity,
intelligence, imagination, flexibility, stubbornness, and so on, along with
mental disorders such as depression, anxiety, and paranoia, shape reactions
and decisions during a crisis.”68
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ties present deterrence planners (and defense planners in general) with an
incomplete basis for confident prediction of opponent behavior “no matter
how cunning their methodology or polished their crystal ball.”69 As a result,
“there is massive uncertainty over ‘what deters’ (who? on what issue?
when?).”70
In short, the functioning of deterrence “is heavily context dependent.”71
The confident expectation of an opponent’s sensible caution when confronting a severe societal deterrence threat may be upset by a variety of
factors that may not be obvious in advance to an outside observer. For
example, an opponent’s hierarchy of values may posit an expectation of
intolerable cost associated with not acting; an opponent may be willing to
take great risks in unwavering pursuit of a cherished goal or be confident
that it need not conciliate because the deterrer itself will yield; an opponent may be unwilling or unable to recognize great risk; and unexpected
technical, operational, or organizational factors may prevent the hoped-
for deterrence outcome from prudent leadership decision-making.72
A 2014 study by the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences emphasizes that accounting for such factors is critical in
considerations of deterrence.73 Indeed, advancements in cognitive science
have demonstrated the significant degree to which decision-making often is governed not only by prudent cost-benefit calculations but also by
many possible less predictable factors. These include people’s tendencies
to act on the basis of their emotional and cognitive biases, such as seeking
confirmation of their opinions; being overly optimistic; focusing on their
wins versus losses, or survivorship; and making decisions based on expectations of normalcy versus planning for new or potential events.74
Numerous analyses of historical case studies indicate that these types of
factors can affect leadership decision-making and thus the functioning of
deterrence. 75 In one such study, King’s College professor Richard Ned
Lebow notes that “even the most elaborate efforts to demonstrate prowess
and resolve [for deterrence] may prove insufficient to discourage a challenge when policy makers are attracted to a policy of brinkmanship as a
necessary means of preserving vital strategic and domestic political interests.” He further suggests that “these cases and others point to the importance of motivation as the key to brinkmanship challenges. To the extent
that leaders perceive the need to act, they become insensitive to the interests and commitments of others that stand in the way of the success of
their policy.”76
The difficult deterrence narrative does not share the expectation that
the crystal ball effect will reliably mitigate all such inherently human
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decision-making factors and thereby reliably lead to opponents’ caution
and prudence in response to even severe punitive deterrence threats. Because the definition of what constitutes “sensible” leadership thinking and
behavior can vary greatly, generalized expectations of how easily deterrence should function vis-à-vis sensible leaders and the finite forces that
should reliably deter them may be misleading at best apart from the specifics
of a case.77 This conclusion contrasts sharply with the easy deterrence expectation that sensible leaderships can be expected to respond similarly to
a severe deterrence threat, that is, with caution.

Variation in Decision-Making
A reliably effective deterrent threat must overcome the possibly wide
variation in opponents’ perceptions, calculations, and decision-making.
For the difficult deterrence narrative the implications of this seemingly
academic point are enormous. For example, different leaderships may
place highest priority on different values, national or personal—potentially dashing confident expectations of how deterrence should function if
leaders are sensible. While Schelling, Waltz, Jervis, and Brodie clearly
recognize the potential of variability in decision-making and the fact that
deterrence is not “ironclad,” it is the difficult deterrence narrative that is
influenced greatly by the potentially distorting effects of this variation on
the predictable functioning of deterrence and on its requirements.
The difficult deterrence narrative points to various historical case studies in which opponents did not reason or behave as expected by the easy
deterrence narrative as evidence that deterrence may not function as it
projects. While many historical examples are available, two brief cases illustrate this point. The first occurred in 1962, when Nikita Khrushchev
moved nuclear weapons to Cuba despite his expectations that, as a consequence, “they can attack us and we shall respond” and that “this may end
in a big war.”78 During the same crisis and in an expression of socialist
ideological zeal, the Cuban leadership urged Soviet leaders to launch a
nuclear attack against the United States despite its recognition that the
consequences would be a horrific war and the destruction of Cuba.79
In the second example, occurring in October 1973, Egypt and Syria
launched a massive armored attack against Israel to restore national honor
despite the reported possibility of Israeli nuclear retaliation.80 US leaders
were surprised by this large-scale attack on Israel and the Yom Kippur
War because, according to Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, “Our definition of rationality did not take seriously the notion of [Egypt and Syria]
starting an unwinnable war to restore self-respect. There was no defense
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against our own preconceptions.”81 The Egyptian and Syrian leaderships’
decision to risk another war with Israel followed from their extreme motivation to change the status quo and restore honor.82 Their motivation to
act overshadowed their caution, a dynamic that was outside Kissinger’s
“definition of rationality” and easy deterrence projections.
The difficult deterrence narrative is driven by the point that this variability in leadership decision-making means that deterrence is not easy, in
part because deterrence planning must be done “with reference to the
unique details of the case in hand.”83 It must, for example, reflect an under
standing of the potentially unique values or assets held most dear by different opponents because those values or assets may vary and yet must be
put at risk for deterrence purposes. In contemporary deterrence policy
jargon, this narrative has evolved to include the corresponding point that
deterrence strategies must be “tailored” to take into account the unique
context and characteristics of the opponent in question.84
The easy deterrence narrative typically contends that a punitive US
threat to an opponent’s societal infrastructure reliably constitutes a near-
universally applicable deterrence threat. But having an arsenal suited to
threaten “easy” societal targets may be inadequate for deterrence if the
material assets or intangible values opponents hold most dear are other
than societal assets. To focus only on one general form of punitive deterrence threat per the easy deterrence narrative risks having a strategy that
does not apply to the opponent in question when necessary. Consequently, this difficult deterrence narrative contends that deterrence requirements must include nuclear forces capable of threatening a spectrum of plausible opponent values and assets, potentially including an
opponent’s diverse and hardened military targets. Kahn insisted during
the Cold War that an “adequate” US nuclear deterrent “demands more
and better offensive forces” than the simple capability to threaten societal assets.85 This call for greater and more diverse nuclear capabilities
does not reflect a “nuclear war-fighting” goal vice deterrence as easy deterrence critics often contend. Rather, it reflects a more demanding
definition of deterrence requirements. Indeed, the logic of the difficult
deterrence narrative is captured by Kahn’s observation that planning for
deterrence should not be limited to expectations of
a complacent and cautious enemy. Even a frown might do that [deter].
Our attitude should be the same as an engineer’s when he puts up a
structure designed to last twenty years or so. He does not ask, “Will it
stand up on a pleasant June day?” He asks how it performs under stress,
under hurricane, earthquake, snow load, fire, flood, thieves, fools and
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vandals. . . . Deterrence is at least as important as a building, and we
should have the same attitude toward our deterrent systems. We may not
be able to predict the loads it will have to carry, but we are certain there
will be loads of unexpected or implausible severity.86

Physically Defending against Nuclear Attack
The differences separating the easy and difficult deterrence narratives
transcend the latter’s greater requirements for strategic nuclear capabilities. For a select cadre of those contributing to the difficult deterrence narrative—including Herman Kahn, Donald Brennan, and Colin Gray—it
also included the requirement for some capabilities to physically defend
the United States from nuclear attack. Their argument for strategic defensive capabilities follows again from the significance for deterrence of the
variation in leadership decision-making—in this case revolving around the
need for deterrence threat credibility.
Herman Kahn was particularly critical of the easy deterrence contention that uncertainty or chance can provide sufficient threat credibility for
reliable deterrence.87 He emphasized the connection between physically
defending the United States and having a sufficiently credible extended
nuclear deterrent for allies. Kahn insisted that a “not incredible” US deterrence threat is needed to extend deterrence coverage to allies reliably, and
that achieving that level of threat credibility is dependent on the US capability
to protect American society to some extent. Why so? Kahn argued, in a true
“balance of terror,” the US extended deterrent was likely to be incredible
because the opponent’s capability for a nuclear reply against US society
could be seen as precluding US willingness to employ nuclear weapons on
behalf of an ally. He believed that such an act could, in effect, be suicidal
for the United States and thus not adequately credible for extended deterrence, stating that “it will be irrational [for the United States] to attack
and thus insure a Soviet retaliation unless we have made preparations to
counter this retaliation.”88 His basic point was that deterrence credibility
is based not only on the US threat that can be posed against an opponent,
but on the punishment the opponent could inflict in return on the United
States if Washington were to carry out its deterrent threat.89 If an opponent’s punishment of the United States is likely to be seen as intolerable,
even if the US deterrent threat is recognized as severe by the opponent,
that threat may not be sufficiently credible to deter in a crisis.
Neither Kahn nor Gray suggests that for deterrence purposes such
defensive preparations must be “perfect” (likely a hopeless goal), but
rather sufficiently effective to lead the opponent to conclude that it cannot
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dismiss the US extended nuclear deterrent given US homeland vulnerability. This point of the difficult deterrence narrative contends that US
extended deterrence responsibilities establish a requirement for some US
homeland defensive capabilities that the easy deterrence narrative typically deems “destabilizing.”90
Kahn and Gray also advanced a separate rationale for strategic defense
capabilities that follows logically from the difficult deterrence narrative’s
theme that deterrence is subject to potential failure. Kahn emphasized
that because deterrence can fail despite best efforts to deter, the United
States requires some defensive capabilities to reduce the level of possible
catastrophe in the event of war. This is a matter of national prudence. As
Kahn noted, “War can still occur and it is better to survive the war than
not. Therefore one needs to have systems that can reduce the damage done
in a war.”91 He emphasized that “so long as” strategic defensive capabilities
are “technologically and economically possible,” they are needed for both
extended deterrence credibility and “because it is prudent to take out insurance against a war’s occurring unintentionally.”92 Kahn’s colleague,
Donald Brennan, elaborated the case for strategic defense of the United
States during the Cold War, arguing that it was “bizarre” that US policy
should prioritize offensive threats to Russians over defensive capabilities
for Americans.93 Kahn, Brennan, and Gray were mindful of the technical
and financial challenges confronting these strategic defense goals. They
contended, nevertheless, that the level of defenses needed for extended
deterrence credibility was likely available and that a meaningful level of
strategic defense for society could be available with reasonable investment,
time, and policy attention.
US policy has moved incrementally and on a bipartisan basis over the
past several decades toward acceptance of strategic ballistic missile defense
capabilities for the United States against limited missile threats and thea
ter missile defenses for allies and friends.94 This move in policy in favor of
defensive capabilities for the United States against limited missile threats
appears to have been motivated by the emerging and unprecedented nuclear threats from “rogue” states. Remarked President George W. Bush,
“In such a world, Cold War deterrence is no longer enough. To maintain
peace, to protect our own citizens and our own allies and friends . . . we
need a new framework that allows us to build missile defenses to counter
the different threats of today’s world.”95 This shift also reflects an apparent
general belief that US missile defense capabilities are technically feasible/
affordable against a “rogue” state’s limited strategic missile threat—as op34  STRATEGIC STUDIES QUARTERLY  SUMMER 2020
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posed to the contemporary prospects for defending against the large-scale
missile threats posed by Russia and China.96
However, the acceptance of the need for physical protection of the
United States remains within some familiar easy deterrence–oriented limits. The Obama administration’s unclassified 2013 Report on Nuclear Employment Strategy of the United States says that “the United States seeks to
improve strategic stability by demonstrating that it is not our intent to
negate Russia’s strategic nuclear deterrent.”97 The Trump administration’s
2019 Missile Defense Review says, “The United States relies on nuclear deterrence to prevent potential Russian or Chinese nuclear attacks employing their large and technically sophisticated intercontinental missile systems” (emphasis added).98 US security against the large-scale nuclear
threats posed by these great powers appears to be based on deterrence, not
on capabilities for physical protection against such a nuclear attack. Contemporary US policy in this regard corresponds to Kahn’s call for strategic
defenses for the United States against limited nuclear missile threats, but
not against large-scale Russian or Chinese nuclear threats.

Implications for the Evolving Nuclear Policy Debate
Nuclear policy debates tend to focus on some specific nuclear system,
such as an ICBM or cruise missile. Advocates and opponents offer contrasting claims that the system in question surely is needed for deterrence
or certainly is excessive and “destabilizing.” These conflicting claims generally are extensions of the difficult or easy deterrence narratives’ different
expectations about the functioning of deterrence and speculation about
the future contexts and types of opponents against which deterrence is
expected to operate. They often reflect one deterrence narrative or the other
as the basis for judgement because these narratives’ differing expectations
of context and character of the opponent determine how “stability” is defined and how deterrence requirements are calculated. However, rarely do
the discussions focus on the narratives behind the competing arguments
that a nuclear system is essential or excessive for deterrence—it is much
easier simply to assert that “it’s destabilizing” or “it’s essential” as if there
is a known, objective basis for making such statements. There is not; there
are competing narratives based on differing speculative expectations
about the future.
If the easy deterrence narrative’s answers to the key questions about
context and opponent are considered the more valid, then the associated
easy deterrence force posture may be considered the most reasonable. If
the difficult deterrence narrative’s answers to these questions are considered
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the more valid, then its more demanding associated force posture requirements may be deemed the most reasonable. Each narrative is the most
reasonable if judged from the prism of its own respective assumptions and
logical framework. However, each is woefully wrongheaded if judged by the
other’s: the easy deterrence force requirements are wholly inadequate if
judged by the standards of the difficult deterrence narrative; the difficult
deterrence requirements, in turn, are excessive and destabilizing if judged
by the easy deterrence metrics. Both such judgements, however, are largely
speculative by definition because they concern the future functioning of
deterrence and its requirements—which will be shaped by currently unknown details of context and opponent.
In short, definitive contemporary claims about what will or will not be
required for deterrence or what is excessive should be recognized for what
they are—based on the different speculative assumptions about the future
context and character of opponents underlying the competing narratives.
This speculation cannot be resolved with great confidence by better
methodologies or sharper analyses. There simply are too many inherent
unknowns regarding the many possible factors that can affect the future
functioning of nuclear deterrence and its requirements. As Kahn emphasized, there is a fortunate absence of empirical data regarding the outbreak of nuclear war on which to base definitive conclusions about the
functioning of nuclear deterrence.99 Gray provides the implications of
this point: “It is all but self-evident that there can be no objectively correct answer. None of the candidate answers are testable, save by the verdict of future events.”100
Which narrative ultimately is the more accurate depends then on which
will prove to have captured the character of future contexts and opponents
more precisely: Will the potentially diverse opposing leaderships’ goals,
perceptions, values, and modes of decision-making render opponent behavior unpredictable, even seemingly irrational to American observers—
thereby making the functioning of deterrence particularly challenging—as
is anticipated by the difficult deterrence narrative? Or, as anticipated by
the easy deterrence narrative, will the contexts and character of opponents
render punitive societal threats and the uncertainty of their execution ade
quate for deterrence to function predictably and reliably? If so, the easy
deterrence force recommendations should correspondingly be adequate
and the potentially “destabilizing” effects of physical defenses may indeed
be of greater concern than the value of whatever level of added deterrence
credibility and protection they might provide. As noted, however, the answers to these questions about the future cannot be known with precision
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and confidence in the present given the irreducible uncertainties pertinent
to the functioning of deterrence. Looking back from the twenty-second
century, it may be clear via the unraveling of history that one of these narratives or the other offered a more accurate basis for deterrence policy in
the mid to late twenty-first century, but that simply cannot be known with
confidence in the present.
This lack of certainty does not fit well with the political demands for
policy planners to identify with great confidence the specific effects of
moving in one direction or another, but it may be the best that honestly is
possible. Nevertheless, as Kahn observed, in the absence of the cooperative
global transformation enabling nuclear disarmament, preparation for deterrence must go forward. Abdicating in frustration because it is impossible to predict with certainty the composition of “stability,” the precise
requirements for deterrence, or a policy direction that ensures the functioning of deterrence would be to consciously leave all to chance and
luck—a notoriously bad strategy. Instead, policy guidance for deterrence
must be as informed as possible with full recognition that the unavoidable
uncertainties about the future preclude credible claims that one narrative
or the other is “objectively correct.” With this significant caveat about deterrence and nuclear policy, here is the key question: Given what may be
anticipated about future contexts and opponents, is it possible to suggest
whether the easy or difficult deterrence narrative offers an approach to
deterrence policy that is more prudent? As Hans Morgenthau emphasized,
in matters of national security, prudence should be the priority considera
tion given the stakes involved.101

Where Is Prudence?
Which deterrence narrative ultimately is the more prudent depends on
which seems to be more suitable to deter war in the future given the
limited information available in the present. No “objectively correct answer” is possible, but informed commentary is. For example, it is possible
to observe that evidence from history and contemporary studies of cognition suggest strongly that opponents are likely to have a diversity of goals,
perceptions, values, and modes of decision-making—some known to
outsiders, others unknown. Leaderships have frequently pursued surprising goals and risked national security in ways that observers, including
those in the United States, considered highly unlikely and even irrational
at the time.102 The easy deterrence narrative may be correct in its expectation that uncertain punitive nuclear threats will enforce caution in all
rational or sensible opponents and thus have the needed deterrent effect;
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it is impossible to claim otherwise with certainty. But the driving concern
of the difficult deterrence narrative is reasonable: at least some future
opponents’ decision-making and behavior may be contrary to easy deterrence expectations—as has been the case in the past—and affect the functioning of deterrence in unexpected ways—again, as it has in the past.
This expectation is buttressed by the expanding number and diversity of
nuclear threats to the United States—including from revisionist, expansionist states and states with leaderships that are unfamiliar and/or highly
eccentric by familiar Western norms. This dynamic appears to increase
the probability that the decision-making of diverse opponents will be
varied and shape the functioning of deterrence in surprising directions.
Given the potential stakes at risk, it would seem that the burden of proof
is on the easy deterrence narrative to explain why those responsible for US
national security should now be confident that contexts and opponents will
predictably and reliability fit the comforting profile it posits of opponents
who will, when necessary, be deterred by uncertain US societal threats, that
is, easy deterrence. But this explanation must acknowledge that the character, behavior, and apparent calculations of some pertinent past leaderships
have been well outside that particular profile for a variety of reasons. Why
can it now be expected with confidence that the potential variability in
opponents’ future decision-making will not lead them to surprising—even
apparently irrational—behavior? What new factors in state behavior now
point with high confidence to opponents whose decision-making and behavior can be relied upon to prove so predictably sensible and cautious that
deterrence can be expected to work easily? Easy deterrence proponents are
welcome to present the evidence and logic behind confidence in this expectation. The implications for US deterrence policy and considerations of
proliferation are profound if it is deemed most plausible.103
There is, however, a challenge in doing so. Assurances of predictably
prudent opponent behavior seem open to serious question given the reality
of eccentric, occasionally reckless behavior of some US opponents—now
including those with growing or potential nuclear capabilities, such as
North Korea and Iran—and also given the significant role nuclear weapons appear to play in Russia’s and China’s respective efforts to recover or
expand their places “in the sun.” Even during the Cold War, Herman
Kahn acknowledged that it would be “reckless” for an opponent to strike
the United States with nuclear weapons, but “even more reckless” for the
United States to rely on an opponent’s “extreme caution and responsibility”
for security à la easy deterrence.104
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The difficult deterrence–recommended diverse and flexible nuclear
threat options and planning cannot ensure the functioning of deterrence
in every possible contingency—as its contributors fully acknowledge.
Nothing can “ensure” deterrence because opponents ultimately decide to
be deterred or not. But a broader and more flexible range of threat options may help expand the parameters for deterrence to apply to opponents who require more than an uncertain threat of societal destruction
to be deterred. Having a spectrum of deterrence threat options and focusing on threat credibility seem only prudent in the contemporary threat
environment given the diversity of opponents and their nuclear threats,
the potential variability of their decision-making, and the range of possible deterrence goals.
In addition, it seems particularly imprudent to place so much confidence in the reliable functioning of deterrence that little or no provision is
made for physically defending against even the limited nuclear attacks that
might be mounted or threatened by a North Korea, Iran, or other new
nuclear power in the future. Here again, the difficult deterrence narrative
seems the more prudent; easy deterrence offers no provision for the reduction of damage if deterrence and intra-war deterrence fail—its focus is on
societal threats and argues against strategic defenses. In short, Waltz’s easy
deterrence–oriented rhetorical question of why anyone should want to
replace stable deterrence with unstable defense now seems easily answered.105 In the contemporary security environment, some strategic defense capabilities may be wanted not to replace deterrence, but to help
protect society in those limited attack scenarios in which the reliable functioning of deterrence is suspect and strategic defenses offer some potential
for meaningfully limiting the consequences of deterrence failure. To be
sure, there is room to debate the prospective threats that fit this category,
but some almost certainly do.
The prudence of difficult deterrence also includes a continuing role for
diplomacy—Kahn emphasized the possible value of negotiations and
agreements that are in the mutual security interests of the United States
and opponents.106 The realist’s caveat to this point, however, is to recognize
that most, perhaps all, opponents are likely to pursue diplomacy, including
arms control negotiations, to advance their own self-interested strategic
goals—not as a selfless act for the greater global good or to advance an
easy American concept of nuclear deterrence stability. Expectations other
wise are likely to be frustrated.
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Conclusion
The easy deterrence narrative is encouraging, even comforting, when
compared to the alternative narrative that deterrence is difficult, requires
tailoring to specific opponents, and takes constant effort to sustain—and
even with that, the prospects for war still cannot be dismissed. The difficult
deterrence narrative hardly offers a definitive, satisfying, or in any way
comforting prescription, and it sits atop the foreboding realist perspective
that the international system is anarchic; it seems designed to lack appeal.
Nevertheless, the Obama administration’s commitment to rebuild the
US strategic nuclear triad of bombers, ICBMs, and sea-launched missiles—after decades of relative US inactivity—appears to reflect some basic themes of the difficult deterrence narrative and correspondingly the
need for US nuclear modernization.107 Proponents of sustaining the triad
largely follow the difficult deterrence narrative’s definition of requirements
and emphasize the need for the flexibility and credibility provided by the
triad. In contrast, critics of the modernization program charged that the
Obama administration had “lost focus and momentum” and was pursuing
“excessive strategic capabilities.”108 They opined that “it is past time for the
Obama administration to take a hard look at where the US nuclear arsenal
is heading. . . . It is time to change course.”109 Yet the Obama administration sustained its triad modernization plans, and the same underlying difficult deterrence themes appear to be reflected in the Trump administration’s continuation of the US rebuilding program.
In short, contemporary positions for or against the nuclear triad modernization program tend to follow one narrative or the other as the basis for
their respective arguments. Largely following the easy deterrence narrative,
critics make confident claims about force requirements for deterrence and
in doing so tend to see no deterrence need for, and considerable potential
instability in, comprehensive plans to modernize the strategic triad. In line
with the difficult deterrence narrative, proponents conclude otherwise.110
Today’s competing arguments are largely unintelligible in the absence of an
understanding of the divergent easy and difficult narratives because the
contending arguments about what is or is not “stabilizing” or required for
deterrence are extensions of their different assumptions and projections. As
the triad modernization debate picks up, a narrative roadmap truly is
needed to understand the meaning behind the competing arguments.
The easy deterrence narrative is comforting and convenient in many
ways while the difficult deterrence narrative can only be described as discomforting, even jarring. Herman Kahn acknowledged that his difficult
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ant, and emotional subject: the points raised are often irritating or dismaying, and many readers transfer their irritation and dismay to the author.”111
Nevertheless, Kahn insisted that facts and logic did not allow him an alternative, more attractive course. When criticized by a congressman during congressional testimony for “putting this cold war logic of nuclear war
and overkill for two peoples in such remorseless terms,” Kahn replied, “Do
you prefer a warm human error, a nice emotional mistake?”112
There is little chance that the difficult deterrence narrative will be described as comforting or appealing. Difficult deterrence offers neither a
definitive solution to the threat of nuclear use nor ease. It offers no co
operative global transformation and disarmament or confidence that deterrence will work easily and predictably across time. Instead, the difficult
deterrence narrative confronts a dilemma that the easy deterrence narrative avoids: the contention that deterrence is necessary because cooperative global disarmament is unlikely, but also difficult and fallible because
leadership decision-making is variable and unpredictable. This is a profound dilemma. In response, difficult deterrence offers the following for
the foreseeable future: (1) tailoring deterrence to be as effective as possible;
(2) diplomacy to ease friction when possible; and (3) if deterrence fails,
mitigating to the extent possible the humanitarian consequences with
intra-war deterrence and feasible defensive preparations. This is a troubling prescription in many ways. It includes no promised ease or certain
happy ending, but it is critical to understand if its basic points are the most
plausible. If so, this narrative that appears least appealing is, nevertheless,
also the most prudent.
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